Abstract-In this paper we compare the performance of tree different dynamic traffic engineering algorithms exploiting path diversity in the Internet, TEXCP, TRUMP and MIRTO. We passed through a thorough implementation phase of these algorithms solving a number of issues related to protocol implementation that allows a complete analysis in real traffic settings in real networks. We discuss the performance of such protocols and some difficulties encountered during their implementation. Supported by an already mature standardization framework we conclude that dynamic yet stable traffic engineering is not only feasible but expected with rising interest by network operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust routing has many applications in today's networks as intra-domain traffic engineering (TE) and inter-AS path selection. In near the future, several key applications for a network operator, will also require robust routing. Some examples are service overlays and virtual networks that are rapidly gaining popularity thanks to their ease to build and deploy new services.
In the context of intra-domain TE, traditional issues are due to frequent line-card failures, large flow reroutes due to inconsistent routes' ranking coming from different routing protocols, exposure to highly variable, or unknown, traffic matrices. An additional challenge comes from access line upgrades that will attain, in the near future, capacities of 100Mbps. This will tempt every customer to run video applications (e.g. P2P-TV) or massive gaming (Internet video game tournaments), or other.
This upgrade process has just started and will exacerbate all the cited performance problems once such access lines will be dominant. Core network saturation is the chronicle of a death foretold that suggests deployments of robust overload control mechanisms.
Some recent propositions on traffic management as TEXCP [10] and then TRUMP [9] , but also MIRTO [14] - [16] suggest some viable ways to optimise resource sharing and routing in today's networks. These solutions are supposed to be optimal with respect to a predefined objective. Typical objectives are to transport as many demands as possible minimizing the most loaded link or the global network cost. Such objectives allow to either reduce network upgrades or to limit the overall network congestion. Such objectives require that traffic sources be able to load balance traffic among multiple routes and to determine the optimal (or nearly optimal) rate over each of the available paths. Rate control plays an important role in order to keep stable routing decision.
In this paper we compare three routing algorithms that exploits path diversity: TEXCP [10] , TRUMP [9] and MIRTO [14] , [15] . We have implemented all these three algorithms and made intensive experimentation in a real test-bed over a network topology with the Abilene graph [1] . In this paper we show a number of significant scenarios in order to stress pros and cons of each algorithm with respect to their practical implementation and feasible deployments.
The paper is organized as follows: sec. II describes related work and sec. III the overall architecture. In sec. IV we provide a description of the considered routing protocols and in sec. V we describe the network set up. In sec. VI we compare the performance of these protocols in a network emulating the Abilene backbone. Sec. VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Optimized multi-path routing is an old problem that spurred significant research around it. The first formulation dates back to the work of Gallager on minimum cost routing of datagram's flow, along multiple routes [5] . The mathematical formulation is that of a multi-commodity flow problem, with convex objectives and linear constraints. If the network has enough capacity, traffic demands are optimally routed, otherwise the problem is not feasible. This work evolved towards the joint routing and flow control framework, formalized by Golestaani and Gallager in late seventies (see [6] , [7] ), that handle network rate limitations, using both path costs and flow rate adaptation. Kelly tackles the problem under a different perspective ( [11] , [12] ), by introducing the concept of user's utility. The focus is on rate control and fairness through the study of stability of differential equations in presence of network delays, see also [13] , [21] . More recent works [8] - [10] , [14] , [15] have proposed a number of algorithms that may be implemented in real scenarios. Our contribution is related to verify the feasibility of the most performing algorithms in a real implementation and deployment in order to compare them in truly challenging scenarios.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
We consider a network made of IP routers belonging to a network operator with some additional functionalities that can be deployed by MPLS. This network of routers supports path calculation among all origin destination pairs (OD pairs). Path calculation comprises multiple routes between two network endpoints. In this context endpoint are usually ingress and egress routers however in principle they may also be end to end users. This latter solution is far less scalable and would introduce a number of problems in terms of fairness ( [15] ) whether all users would not employ the same rate controller.
Routers are of two kinds, edge and core. In our context an edge router is notified a number of paths to reach egress nodes and every ingress node deploy a proxy that can route incoming traffic along multiple routes to reach the egress node, functioning as gateway towards the destination network. Core routers forward packets along the selected path. Traffic flows from ingress to egress nodes through multiple routes with adaptable rates with respect to path costs and network conditions. In this paper we assume sources employ homogeneous rate controllers.
A second fundamental requirement is that every router, for each outgoing network interface be able to notify congestion to the source, which may adapt sending rate accordingly. Each algorithm has more or less enhanced congestion notification mechanisms that are fed back to the transmitting nodes in different ways. For example a node experiencing congestion may directly notify link state through an explicit congestion notification packet (ECN) or may just signal congestion writing congestion measures on the headers of data packets flowing down to the egress node. In such a system downstream routers receive, from the upstream, congestion information written into packet headers and update it according to local congestion information before leaving packets flowing to the next hop. The egress node is then responsible for feeding back the congestion that has been elaborated along the whole path (see [4] ). 
A. Control and Management Plane
The routing control plane computes multiple routes between all OD pairs and register a local path-tag to identify every ODpath initiated locally at every involved node. Packets are then tag-switched from the input to the output interface of the router with no additional processing. Traffic is encapsulated in PDUs and a new header added at the gateway with respect to the IP address of the egress node. The egress node is known according to shortest path routing, so that no additional processing is required. This new header carries some information as:
• path tags,
• congestion notification, This system is similar to MPLS in particular in what concerns packet switching. Explicit congestion notification is currently not available in MPLS. However there is some interesting consensus on its useful properties as a very recent RFC [20] provides almost all that is needed to signal paths state. The set of protocols that we evaluate in sec. VI all have different ECN systems more or less complex. Therefore we had to develop a common flexible enough header to signal information. We will be back to this in more detail in sec. IV. 
A. TEXCP
TEXCP is the first routing protocol that claimed dynamic traffic engineering be possible with good stability properties. This algorithm is described in [10] and performance are evaluated through simulations and some modeling. This algorithm takes into account links' utilization that is measured in every node and fed back to transmitters through periodic probes of period T p and load balancing is adapted every T d ≥ T p with the following rule, for a source s on path p. The change on split ratios is then calculated:
where r sp is the sending rate of s along path p, u sp is the most recent notified utilization along the path p (every T p ), u min = min p u sp and is a small constant. The resulting split ratio may need to be re-normalized so that p x sp = 1. r sp is the result of flow sharing at the bottleneck along the path using an AIMD rate controller that receives every T p congestion feedbacks from the nodes. Rate adaptation is then obtained as the weighted difference (by the parameters α and β) between positive and negative feedbacks. An additional parameter, γ is used to weight rate allocations inversely proportional to the path length or delay, See [10] for more details. TEXCP has six parameters:
B. TRUMP
TRUMP is a network protocol that is obtain through decomposition of the optimization problem of routing with network cost. The objective to maximize is given by s U s − w l C l the weighted difference among the aggregated utility among all sources s and aggregated cost among all network links l. Details on the decomposition can be found in [9] . The resulting protocol requires nodes to evaluate the following link congestion measure
where N T is the amount of bits arrive in the time interval T . s l is then fed back to the source. The rate variation at the sender d along path p is calculated through the following formula:
If the sender has limited backlog the formula is undertermined. Therefore we can only use TRUMP whether demands have no rate limitations. TRUMP has four parameters: w,β,γ, T .
C. MIRTO
The split ratio along available routes given by MIRTO is not equation based, i.e. there is no explicit expression that allows to calculate the rate to send along a route. MIRTO attains, for every path, a rate allocation which is inversely proportional to the path costs, following a dynamic filling procedure. A MIRTO rate controller update sending rates every T with respect to binary path state notifications (one bit ECN) received during this interval. ECNs signal whether the path has experienced congestion or not.
This information is used by the rate controller to adapt the sending rate with an AIMD paradigm. If the path is sensed congested at least once during the time interval T the path is marked as congested and a rate decrease of βy s p is applied to the sending rate of transmitter s on path p. If the path is never sensed congested over T the rate is increased of αy s p MIRTO requires a per path congestion notification like in [4] and in the MPLS framework like [20] . Core nodes do not require any other feature so that MIRTO perfectly fits to the standardisation boy of [20] .
An additional requirement for MIRTO is that path be ranked with a static metric. It may be hop counts or a value proportional to maximum transmission time as l∈P 1/C l where the sum is made on all links along the path. We chose this latter to rank paths notified to the sender. Hence, according to the algorithm 1, MIRTO fills the better ranked path first until either all the traffic demand is served or rate attains a stationary state. In this latter case more demand can be deflected to the second better ranked path. MIRTO iterates this procedure until either all traffic demand is served or all paths have been used. If all paths are used and the last path attains the stationary state, a rate decrease of γ p y s p is applied over all path sending rate. MIRTO has four parameters: α,β,γ and T .
Algorithm 1 MIRTO: Every
T if ∃r d i : NotCongested( y d i ) and NotSteady(y d i ) then for j ∈ P d do if isCongested (y d j ) then y d j = y d j − βy d j else if isSteady( y d j ) and isBestSteadyPath( y d j ) then y d j = y d j + α else if isNotSteady( y d j ) and isBestNonSteadyPath( y d j ) then y d j = y d j + α end if end for else for j∈ P d do y d j = y d j − γ j y d j end for end if
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT
In our testbed we have used a number of linux boxes (2 CPUs AMD Opteron 246, 2 GB of RAM) taken from the Grid 5000 platform [2] , each connected to a switch through a 10Gbps line card. A series of IP tunnels are established to set up a chosen virtual network topology with link rate at 100Mbps. IP routing is deployed by the Quagga routing software suite [3] running OSPF. MPLS functionalities for path calculation and label switching is implemented in a software prototype including enhanced congestion calculation at nodes and notification to sources. Furthermore we have implemented rate control at ingress nodes supporting all the routing algorithms described in sec.IV. The ingress implements also a gateway for the upstream IP network whose traffic is transparently routed by our prototype exploiting path diversity within the network topology. At the egress a receiver reassembles traffic from multiple routes. We may also enable a reordering functionality of datagrams coming from multiple routes. This feature is not really necessary but, for sake of completeness in sec.VI-C we show some delay statistics that heavily impact reassembling performance.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A. Parameter settings
Each of the protocols presented in sec.IV has different tuning rules for the parameters. We report here some remarks on this important aspect in practice on the base of a large set of experiments that we cannot report here for lack of MIRTO TEXCP TEXCPSP TRUMP F P ThroughputLink1Link2Link3ThroughputLink1Link2Link3ThruputLink1Link2Link3ThroughputLink1Link2Link3 space. We have experimented scenarios with varying network capacities in order to have homogeneous and heterogeneous paths, and also considering different traffic matrices. Traffic matrices have been considered also variable in time in order to test the robustness of such algorithms to adapt to link failures or rapid changes in demands.
TEXCP seems to be easy to tune following the rule of thumb in the original paper, in all the considered scenarios. TEXCP with weighted rate allocation that takes into account path length or delay is stable only whether the metric does not vary in time. In homogeneous setting, where all links have the same capacity, hop count is a good metric that can be substituted by l∈P 1/C l for heterogeneous networks. The use of round trip time as path rank seems to be very difficult to tune and hardly ever work in every scenarios. Therefore we have chosen l∈P 1/C l to rank path as in MIRTO in the set of experiments that we present in sec.VI-C.
TRUMP is also easy to tune to obtain stability and rate convergence. The main problem with TRUMP is that the parameter w is difficult to chose in heterogeneous settings. w is responsible to weight the network cost with respect to the aggregated utilisation. w limits path usage for the overall network. However if some paths are heterogeneous that may result in greedy sources that saturate some paths and underutilise others. Moreover a good w parameter tuned to attain a certain load level over a one hop path (for a given demand) may result in very low path utilisation for other demands that have only longer paths. This would happen even whether those longer paths were lightly loaded. Therefore it is difficult to find a good w parameter for every scenario.
MIRTO has one bit ECNs therefore it suffers from all parameter setting issues of such AIMD senders. We have
TABLE II PROTOCOLS' PARAMETERS
chosen parameter coming from the literature on TCP with good results. In tab. II we report tuned parameters for the scenario that we evaluate in VI-C.
B. Experimental setting
We consider the Abilene network topology (Fig.3, [1] ) that counts N = 11 nodes and set all link capacities to C = 100Mbps. We allow every source node to split traffic along its three best paths toward the destination node of a given flow.
We first analyse a small scenario in order to easily understand and explain the behaviour of the multi-path algorithms. We suppose there are 3 flows, y 1 , y 2 and, y 3 , generated by node 2,6 and 10 respectively, and directed to node 5. y 1 and y 3 have no rate limitations for all the experiment duration, while y 1 is limited from t = 600 to t = 1200sec, to a peak rate of 50Mbps. At t = 1200sec rate limitations are removed.
As TRUMP is designed to work with flows with no rate limitations we limit our analysis on TRUMP to a scenario where all flow have an unlimited peak rate for the whole experiment duration.
As a second set of experiments we consider two larger scenarios with more that 100 flows where we suppose they have a constant peak rate for all the experiment duration. Peak rate values follow a Log-Normal distribution with parameter μ = 16.6 and σ = 1.04 (see [17] , [18] ). In these cases it is not possible analyse TRUMP behaviour because of flows with limited peak rate.
In a first scenario we generate a uniform traffic matrix. We suppose all nodes send traffic to all other nodes for a total of 110 flows in the network.
In a second scenario we generate a hot-spot traffic matrix. We assume every node generates 10 demands all directed toward the same destination node and aggregate them in a single flow. We suppose 70% of the traffic is directed to node 5 i.e. 8 nodes out of 11 send traffic to node 5. The remaining 30% is sent by 3 nodes to other 3 nodes other than node 5, for a total of 11 aggregated flows in the network.
C. Protocols comparison
We present here a set of performance measures in order to compare the considered algorithms. We start by considering the simplest scenario first, where only three flows are active. Starting from the case where all sources have no rate limitations in table I we see that MIRTO and TEXCP attain similar throughputs while MIRTO privileges shortest paths and TEXCP splits traffic almost equally among the available paths. TEXCPSP results to be unfair to the detriment of those flows who have a longer paths and TRUMP also which, moreover, attains smaller throughputs as the w parameter tends to limit network usage.
From the summary table IV we see that MIRTO employs less traffic to obtain similar throughput in this scenario. TEX-CPSP has very similar aggregated results to MIRTO while, as we have already observed, fairness between flows is different.
If we limit the rate of demand 2 to 50Mbps we can observe in table III that results are very similar for all algorithms. MIRTO and TEXCPSP behave in a similar way while MIRTO tends to use preferentially shortest paths and then to consume less link capacity.
In fig.4 we show the time evolution of all algorithms in this scenario when a traffic flow (flow number 3) is limited to 50Mbps (excepting TRUMP) for a certain amount of time and how MIRTO, TEXCP and TEXCPSP react to new network conditions and adapt their rate accordingly. For this scenario we measure also the network delays along the paths a flow number 3 for all routing protocols. We report in fig. 5 the complementary distribution function of RTTs. TRUMP has low jitters as network delay varies a little with respect to the others. In addition delays are always smaller for TRUMP for path 1 and 2 while they are three time larger for the longest path. Delays in MIRTO are small and do not vary much, furthermore they have all the same distribution for all three paths. TEXCP and TEXCPSP also keep the same distribution for all path with larger delays with respect to MIRTO.
In this example MIRTO has shown to perform very well in terms of throughput, network utilisation and network delays.
For the two large scenarios we report in fig.6 the distribution of the link loads in the whole network for all the protocols plus shortest path routing with link weights given by 1/C. Of Utilization  Throughput  Uniform  Hot spot  MIRTO  826  311  1000  323  TEXCP  1180  308  1176  317  TEXCPSP  1168  310  904  301  MIN-COST  792  312  544  273   TABLE V  SUMMARY: NETWORK USAGE AND FLOW 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered multipath routing and rate control for optimality and robustness. We have considered three recently proposed routing protocols, TEXCP, TRUMP and MIRTO in a real implementation and deployment. Results are really encouraging as we have successfully deployed these protocols in realistic settings. This allowed to understand the complexity of tuning these protocols in multiple scenarios and their costs in terms of implementation. TEXCP is the first protocol proposed in the literature and seems to be agile and flexible enough for an implementation, while TRUMP has some limitations especially due to the w parameter which is common to all paths. This parameter comes out from the optimisation framework at the base of the TRUMP design where two opposite objectives are linearly combined: aggregated utility and network cost. This does not allow to satisfy correctly demands in heterogeneous scenarios as shown in the sec. VI. TEXCP waists lots of resource as it does not discriminate among shorter and longer paths. A modified version of TEXCP, TEXCPSP which privileges shortest paths may result in unfair rate allocation to flows constrained to use longer paths MIRTO seems to perform better in terms of the measured performance parameters. However it has slightly slower convergence properties as it is not equation based as the other two. MIRTO moreover is simpler to implement in hardware as it does not rely on complex ECN but only on one bit congestion notification and may be deployed easily using the standardisation work of [20] while the other two would require much more efforts within forwarding nodes to compute ECN marks and signal them into packet headers.
